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Dear Editor,

Thank you very much for attention to our initial submission of our manuscript titled “Peripheral Giant Cell Granuloma with Extensive Osseous Prosoplasia, or Hybrid Peripheral Giant Cell Granuloma-Peripheral Ossifying Fibroma: A Case Report”, by Ogbureke et al. for consideration for publication in *Head and Face Medicine*. We have addressed your concerns as requested. The following statements relating to the specific aspects have been added to the body of the manuscript:

“Competing Interests: The authors have no financial or non-financial Competing Interests related to any aspect of this manuscript. The authors do not hold and are not currently applying for any patent relating to the contents of this manuscript.”

Authors’ Contribution: “EIO saw and managed patient, contributed to draft of manuscript; NV performed excisional biopsy of lesion, reviewed histopathologic diagnosis; MS saw and managed patient, GF supervised management of patient; CDJ took clinical photographs of lesion and x-rays, supervised management of patient; KUO read and interpreted histopathology report, wrote draft manuscript and edited final draft. All authors read and approved the final manuscript.”

Acknowledgment: “University of Texas School of Dentistry at Houston for covering potential cost of publication.”

Consent: “Written informed consent was obtained from the patient for publication of this case report and any accompanying images. A copy of the written consent is available for review by the Editor-in-Chief of this journal.”

A CARE checklist is also completed and submitted along with the rest of the manuscript.

Thank you again for your anticipated consideration of this manuscript.

Yours sincerely,

Kalu U.E. Ogbureke, BDS, MSc, JD, DMSc. FDSRCS, FDSRCPS, FDSRCSEd, FRCPath